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!
Wages,!Benefits!and!Overtime!Compensation:&General!Compliance!Wages,!Benefits!and!
Overtime!Compensation&&
WBOT.1&Employers&shall&comply&with&all&local&laws,&regulations&and&procedures&concerning&the&payment&
of&wages&and&benefits,&including&overtime&compensation.&In&any&case&where&laws&and&the&FLA&Code&are&
contradictory,&the&standard&that&provides&the&greatest&protection&for&workers&shall&apply.&Where&
provisions&are&lacking,&employers&shall&take&measures&to&reasonably&accommodate&matters&concerning&
the&payments&of&wages&and&benefits,&including&overtime&compensation.&(S)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!1.&The&factory&did&not&provide&transportation&to&those&workers&who&work&during&midnight&
period&(from&11pm&to&5am).&&
2.&When&workers&worked&more&than&3&hours&of&overtime,&the&factory&provided&them&with&
a&free&flow&of&rice,&but&did&not&supply&any&dishes.&This&did&not&meet&the&legally&required&
calorie&allotment.&&
Sources:&1)&document&review&2)&worker&interviews&
Legal&references:&Indonesia&Labor&law&no,&13&year&2003&article&76,&employer&shall&provide&
transportation&for&female&workers&who&come&for&or&leave&from&work&between&23.00&to&
05.00&&
Indonesia&Ministerial&decree&No.102&year&2004&regarding&overtime,&article&7&point&c,&
employer&shall&provide&meals&equal&to&1400&calories&for&workers&who&worked&overtime&
for&at&least&3&hours&
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&overtime&procedure&to&ensure&that&female&workers&who&
leave/come&to&factory's&site&in&between&23:00L05:00&are&provided&with&transportation&
and&workers&who&conduct&overtime&for&3&hours&or&more&is&provided&with&nutritious&1,400&
calories&of&meal.&&
2.&Factory&shall&conduct&survey&of&workers'&living&place.&
3.&The&outcome&of&survey&will&be&used&to&provide&transportation.&
4.&Factory&shall&provide&the&transportation&using&the&factory's&car&or&assign&a&
transportation&provider.&
5.&Factory&shall&give&a&meal,&complete&with&dishes,&for&overtime&meal.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/07/2011!!
&
&
4&
&
!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&review&overtime&procedure.&
2.&Will&conduct&survey&of&living&place.&
3.&Will&assign&transportation&provider.&
4.&Will&check&to&catering&service&to&provide&proper&and&nutritious&dishes&for&overtime&
meal.!!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
08/22/2011!!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&Overtime&procedure&has&been&revised&to&add&transportation&arrangement&for&workers&
who&had&overnight&work&and&going&back&home&within&23:00&to&05:00.&The&number&of&
female&workers&who&go&home&at&23&pm&above&will&be&identified&from&overtime&form.&
From&this&information,&HR&Officer&will&arrange&vehicle&based&on&the&living&area&to&drop&
those&workers.&&
2.&The&overtime&procedure&has&been&reviewed&to&reflect&the&reporting&process&of&
Overtime&work&3&hours/more&to&Personnel&dept.&for&purchasing&the&overtime&meal.&The&
number&of&workers&who&work&overtime&for&3&hours/more&is&identified&from&overtime&
form.&From&this&information,&HR&officer&will&order&the&nutritious&meal.&&
3.&Workers'&places&of&residence&have&been&instructed&to&have&information&of&destination&
when&they&use&the&company's&transportation.&&
4.&Factory&has&signed&agreement&with&transportation&provider&in&case&the&company's&
vehicle&is&unable&to&serve&the&workers.&&
5.&Based&on&document&review&and&confirmed&by&interviewed&workers&noted&that&at&least&
2&sewing&workers&on&line&9&and&1&finishing&worker&worked&until&23:49&and&00:00&on&Aug&
18th.&At&least&1&finishing&worker&worked&until&23:27&on&August&19th;&however&there&was&no&
evidence&that&the&factory&provided&transportation&for&them.&Factory&is&requested&to&
provide&transportation&and&maintain&proper&evidence&for&this&practice.&&
&
&
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&
&
&
6.&No&solid&evidence&maintained&to&demonstrate&that&the&nutritious&meal&is&provided&for&
workers&who&work&overtime&for&3&hours/more.&No&record&maintained&to&verify&the&
appropriate&corrective&action&of&this&issue.&On&October&6th&L7th,&2011&it&was&concluded&
that:&&
a.&Factory&has&provided&company's&vehicle&for&female&workers&who&leave&the&premises&at&
11pm&above.&The&record&has&been&properly&maintained&on&the&vehicle&log.&Shown&the&
finishing&female&workers&left&the&factory&at&1am&on&Sep&5th,&6th,&7th&and&8th&and&at&11pm&on&
Sep&9th,&14th&and&15th&were&driven&home&in&the&company's&car.&The&interviewed&workers&
confirm&on&this&practice.&&
b.&Factory&provided&steamed&rice&and&dishes&for&overtime&meal&to&at&least&100&sewing&
workers&who&scheduled&work&overtime&for&3&hours&on&October&6th,&2011.&The&factory&
supplied&the&rice&to&the&catering&service&and&paid&IDR&2,000&per&meal&for&meal&dishes.&&
Sources:&1)&overtime&work&procedure&2)&meal&&&dish&payment&3)&living&place&survey&4)&
MOU&transport&log&5)&vehicle&logbook&6)&worker&interviews!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
10/07/2011!!
!
!
!
!
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Wages,!Benefits!and!Overtime!Compensation:!Timely!Payment!of!Wages!!
WBOT.4&All&wages,&including&overtime&compensation&shall&be&paid&within&legally&defined&time&limits.&
When&no&time&limits&are&defined&by&law,&compensation&shall&be&paid&at&least&once&a&month.&(S)&&
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!43&workers&in&Finishing&dept&worked&on&public&holidays&(June&2nd&and&29th,&2011)&for&7&
hours.&The&workers&have&yet&to&receive&the&public&holiday&overtime&wage&as&of&July&29th&
2011.&&
Sources:&1)&worker&interview&2)&documentation&
Law&reference:&The&company&regulation&article&13.3&stated&that&salary&will&be&made&every&
7th&of&the&month.&Government&Regulation&No.8&Year&1981&article&19.a.&stated&that&every&
late&payment,&after&the&4&to&8th&day,&the&salary&must&be&added&5%&for&each&day&since&the&
date&of&payment)!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&policy&&&procedure&of&salary&payment&method.&&
2.&Factory&shall&pay&the&overtime&salary&immediately.&
3.&Factory&shall&calculate&the&penalty&of&delay&overtime&salary&of&all&workers&for&holiday&
OT&wage&that&paid&on&July&29th,&2011&instead&of&Jul&7th,&2011.&&
4.&Factory&shall&pay&the&penalty&to&all&involved&workers.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&review&the&wage&and&benefit&manual.&
2.&Will&pay&the&overtime&salary&of&holiday&overtime&work&conducted&on&June&2nd&and&29th&
2011&on&July&29th,&2011.&&
3.&Will&calculate&the&penalty.&
4.&Will&pay&the&penalty&to&workers.!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
!
!
&
&
&
&
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&
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&The&wage&and&benefit&manual&has&been&reviewed,&but&no&revisions&are&needed.&The&
policy&to&pay&onLtime&for&workers'&salary&will&be&followed&accordingly.&&
2.The&overtime&wage&for&holiday&overtime&wage&on&June&2nd&and&29th&was&paid&on&July&29,&
2011&for&Finishing&and&sewing&section&(748&workers).&&
3.The&penalty&payment&has&not&been&calculated&yet.&Factory&is&requested&to&calculate&and&
pay&the&delay&overtime&salary&to&all&involved&workers.&Factory&is&requested&to&maintain&
the&proper&record&of&penalty&calculation&and&payment&slip.&&
The&factory&has&calculated&the&penalty&of&delay&salary.&However&still&no&payment&for&
penalty&of&delay&overtime&wage&to&the&workers.&Factory&plan&to&pay&it&by&October&2011.&
The&penalty&of&delay&overtime&salary&has&been&paid&to&workers&within&period&of&October&
18thL30th,&2011.&Some&interviewed&workers&confirmed&the&payment&while&some&workers&
reluctant&to&provide&information.&&
Sources:&!1)&overtime&holiday&wage&slip&2)&penalty&calculation!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
11/09/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
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Wages,!Benefits!and!Overtime!Compensation:!Premium/Overtime!Compensation!!
WBOT.10&The&factory&shall&comply&with&all&applicable&laws,&regulations&and&procedures&governing&the&
payment&of&premium&rates&for&work&on&holidays,&rest&days,&and&overtime.&(S)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!43&workers&in&Finishing&dept&worked&on&public&holidays&(June&2nd&and&29th&2011)&for&7&
hours.&As&per&the&payroll&preparation&records,&the&overtime&wage&rate&to&be&paid&is&only&
the&normal&100%&wage&instead&of&200%&overtime&rate.&&
Sources:&1)&document&review&2)&worker&interviews&
Legal&references:&As&per&Indonesia&The&Ministerial&decree&no.102&year&2004,&Article&11,&
part&b.1.&Calculation&for&OT&work&for&first&7&hours&to&be&paid&2&times&hourly&date&and&8th&
hour&to&be&paid&3&times&hourly&rate&and&9th&and&10th&hour&to&be&4&times&of&hourly&rate)!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.Factory&shall&review&policy&and&procedure&of&overtime&calculation.&
2.Factory&shall&correct&the&calculation&method.&
3.Factory&shall&pay&the&proper&overtime&wage&to&involved&workers.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Factory&will&review&the&wage&and&benefit&manual.&
2.&Factory&will&correct&the&calculation&of&prepared&payroll&of&holiday&overtime&wage&as&
specified&by&law.&&
3.&Factory&will&pay&the&proper&overtime&wage&to&workers.!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&The&manual&has&been&reviewed&and&no&revision&needed.&The&correct&calculation&is&
followed&accordingly.&&
2.&Based&on&document&review,&the&calculation&of&the&payment&is&correctly&paid&for&200%&
for&7&hours&for&holiday&overtime&on&June&2nd&and&29th&2011,&respectively.&&
3.&The&overtime&wage&for&holiday&overtime&work&performed&by&748&workers&in&the&
finishing&and&sewing&section&on&June&2nd&and&29th&was&paid&on&July&29th,&2011&&
Sources:&1)&holiday&wage&overtime&slip!
&
&
9&
&
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
!
!
!
Wages,!Benefits!and!Overtime!Compensation:!Other!O!Wages,!Benefits!and!Overtime!
Compensation!!
Other!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!Production&workers&needed&to&buy&their&own&working&tools&(e.g.&scissors&&&clippers).!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&revise&recruitment&procedure&to&ensure&that&new&workers&are&provided&
with&working&tool&on&their&first&working&day.&&
2.&Factory&shall&distribute&new&working&tool&to&all&existing&workers.&&
3.&Factory&shall&maintain&work&tool&distribution&form.!
Deadline!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&revise&the&recruitment&procedure.&
2.&Will&redistribute&new&working&tool&for&all&workers.&
3.&Will&keep&the&worktool&receipt.!!
Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
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!
Action!
Taken:!!
&
1.&The&recruitment&procedure&has&been&revised&to&reflect&that&new&hires&are&provided&
with&free&tools&on&the&first&day&work&at&the&same&time&they&signed&work&agreement.&&&
2.&New&workers&have&been&provided&with&free&work&tool.&&
3.&For&existing&workers,&no&solid&evidence&found&from&documentation&or&worker&
interviews&showing&that&the&factory&redistributed&new&working&tools&for&them.&The&
factory&management&planned&to&reLdistribute&free&work&tools.&Factory&shall&distribute&
worktool&to&all&workers&and&maintain&the&proper&receipt&indicating&the&identity&of&
worker,&type&of&worktool&given,&signature&and&date&received.&&
The&factory&has&distributed&the&worktool&i.e&scissors&and&nippers&to&all&existing&workers&
within&September&2011&period.&The&record&maintained&showed&the&workers'&list&and&
signature&to&confirm&the&worktool&receiving.&Interviewed&workers&confirmed&that&new&
worktool&is&given&free&for&workers.&&
Sources:&1)&worktool&receipts&for&new&workers&2)&worktool&distribution&3)&employee&
recruitement&procedure&4)&document&reviews!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
10/07/2011!!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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&
Forced!Labor:!Employment!Records!!
F.9&Employers&shall&maintain&sufficient&hiring&and&employment&records&to&demonstrate&and&verify&
compliance&with&this&Code&provision.&(P)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!Out&of&50&personnel&files&reviewed,&2&personnel&files&have&no&employment&contract&and&
11&files&have&no&appointment&letter.&
Sources:&document&review&
Law&reference:&Labor&Law&No.13,&Chapter&IX,&Work&agreements&that&specify&work,&
requirements&in&writing&must&be&in&accordance&with&the&prevailing&laws&and&regulations,&
including&work&agreements&for&a&specified&time,&interLwork&interLregion&and&interLwork&
interLcountry&and&maritime&work&agreements)!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&revise&the&recruitment&procedure&to&ensure&that&new&hired&workers&
receive&a&copy&of&the&work&agreement&on&the&first&day&of&work&at&the&same&time&they&sign&
the&work&agreement&and&ensure&that&worker&who&pass&the&probation&period&is&provided&
with&the&appointment&letter.&
2.&Factory&shall&prepare&appointment&letter&for&all&workers&and&working&agreement&for&
new&hired&workers.&
3.&Factory&shall&distribute&the&letters&to&the&related&workers.&
4.&Factory&shall&keep&the&letter&copy&in&personnel&files.&
5.&Factory&shall&maintain&Receiving&Note&of&letter&given&in&the&personnel&file.&&
6.&Factory&shall&conduct&routine&check&of&personnel&files&by&Compliance&Officer&until&
100%&personnel&file&will&be&checked.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/13/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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&
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&revise&recruitment&procedure.&&
2.&Will&prepare&appointment&letter&and&working&agreement&in&carbonized&format&to&
ensure&that&the&copy&is&given&and&another&copy&is&kept.&&
3.&Will&distribute&the&letters.&
4.&Will&keep&another&copy&in&the&personnel&file&of&individual&worker.&
5.&Will&conduct&routine&100%&check&of&personnel&file&completeness.!!
Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
08/13/2011!!
Action!
Taken:!!
August&23,&2011:&
1.&Recruitment&procedure&has&been&revised&to&reflect&that&every&worker&who&passed&the&
probation&period&will&be&provided&with&appointment&letter&and&new&hired&worker&is&
provided&with&copy&of&working&agreement&on&the&same&day&of&sgning&the&agreement.&&
2.&Based&on&observation,&appointment&letter&and&work&agreement&has&been&prepared.&It&
was&generated&in&carbonized&sheet&which&each&copy&is&kept&by&factory&and&worker.&Refer&
to&DOC7_Carbonized&Work&Agreement&&
3.&The&appointment&letter&was&partially&distributed&to&637&out&of&886&workers.&&
4.&The&copy&of&appointment&letter&was&not&kept&yet&in&the&personnel&file.&At&least&2&
permanent&workers&interviewed&reported&that&they&did&not&receive&the&copy&of&
appointment&letter.&&
5.&The&receiving&note&is&still&under&preparation.&&
6.&100%&check&of&personnel&file&has&been&partially&conducted.&However&this&check&is&still&
in&process&for&workers&in&sewing&line&#1.&
The&appointment&letters&have&been&distributed&to&all&permanent&workers&that&passed&the&
probation&period&and&a&copy&was&kept&in&the&personnel&file&of&each&workers&as&well&as&the&
receiving&note.&The&compliance&officer&has&been&assigned&to&conduct&100%&check&of&
completeness&of&personnel&files.&Interviewed&workers&confirmed&that&they&had&received&
the&appointment&letter.&&
Sources:&1)&document&review&2)&carbonized&work&agreement&3)&employee&recruitment&
procedure!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
! &
&
&
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&
!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
&
10/07/2011!
!
!
!
Freedom!of!Association:!General!Compliance!Freedom!of!Association!!
FOA.1&Employers&shall&comply&with&all&local&laws,&regulations&and&procedures&concerning&freedom&of&
association&and&collective&bargaining.&(S)&!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!There&hasn’t&been&a&meeting&between&the&factory&management&&&bipartite&since&
September&2010.&&&
Sources:&1)&document&review&2)&union&interviews&&
Legal&references:&As&per&the&Indonesia&Ministerial&regulation&no.32&year&2008,&chapter&V&
article&14,&point&1,&the&bipartite&committee&to&conduct&regular&meeting,&at&least&once&a&
month&or&whenever&necessary!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&bipartite&meeting&procedure&to&ensure&that&the&routine&meeting&is&
conducted&in&monthly&basis.&&
2.&Factory&shall&prepare&minute&of&meeting,&agenda&and&attendance&list&forms.&&
3.&Factory&shall&consistent&to&conduct&monthly&meeting&and&keep&the&record&properly&and&
announce&the&meeting&result&to&all&workers&for&their&knowledge.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/18/2011!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&review&the&bipartite&manual.&
2.&Will&prepare&minute&of&meeting&form.&
3.&Will&conduct&monthly&meeting&and&announce&the&result&at&the&notification&board.!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
08/18/2011!!
! &
&
&
14&
&
!
!
Action!
Taken:!!
&
&
On&Aug&23,&2011&it&was&concluded&that:&& &
1.&The&bipartite&manual&has&been&revised&to&add&monthly&bipartite&meeting.&&
2.&The&meeting&forms&have&not&been&prepared.&Based&on&document&review&noted&that&
currently&the&factory&maintained&manual&book&to&record&the&meeting.&The&bipartite&
meeting&for&Sept&2011&period&shall&be&conducted&and&the&result&is&to&be&recorded&on&the&
MoM&form&and&announced&as&well&on&notification&board.&&
3.&The&meeting&records&have&been&maintained.&The&last&meeting&was&on&August&6th,&2011.&&
The&last&Bipartite&meeting&held&on&September&10th,&2011.&The&minute&of&meeting&was&
maintained&and&posted&on&the&notification&board&for&workers'&knowledge.&&
Sources:&1)&bipartite&manual!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
10/07/2011!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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&
Freedom!of!Association:!Employer!Interference/Constitution,!Elections,!Administration,!
Activities!and!Programs!!
FOA.5&Employers&shall&not&interfere&with&the&right&of&workers&to&draw&up&their&constitutions&and&rules,&
to&elect&their&representatives&in&full&freedom,&to&organize&their&administration&and&activities&and&to&
formulate&their&programs.&(S)&!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!The&Worker&Representatives&(bipartite)&were&appointed&by&the&factory&management,&
instead&of&elected&by&workers&themselves.&&
Sources:&Union&and&worker&interviews&
Legal&reference:&Indonesia&Ministerial&regulation&no.32&year&2008,&article&VI,&point&b,&in&
case&there's&no&labor&union,&then&workers&to&be&the&representatives&are&workers&who&are&
selected&democratically.!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&revise&bipartite&election&procedure&to&ensure&that&the&bipartite&member&is&
elected&democratically&by&the&workers.&&
2.&Factory&shall&facilitate&workers&to&conduct&reLelection&of&bipartite&member.&
3.&Factory&shall&check&to&Labor&Department&regarding&the&service&period&of&existing&
bipartite&membership&to&ensure&that&new&membership&is&registered.&&
4.&Propose&approval&to&Labor&Department.&
5.&Factory&shall&announce&the&new&membership&of&bipartite&to&all&workers.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/16/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&revise&the&bipartite&procedure.&&
2.&Will&facilitate&reLelection.&Workers&will&be&requested&to&choose&one&person&from&
workers&level&and&one&person&from&management&level.&The&data&will&be&collected&by&
Compliance&Officer&and&will&be&selected&top&persons&from&each&workers&and&management&
level&as&new&member&of&bipartite.&&
3.&Will&request&approval&from&labor&dept&for&new&arrangement&of&membership.&
4.&Will&announce&the&new&arrangement&of&membership&to&workers.!!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
08/16/2011!!
&
&
16&
&
!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&Bipartite&membership&procedure&has&been&revised&to&reflect&the&election&process&by&
workers.&&
2.&ReLelection&of&bipartite&member&has&been&conducted&on&August&16th.&Every&worker&
submits&the&name&they&freely&choose&for&worker&and&management&representative.&The&
data&is&collected&by&the&supervisor&to&recap&the&top&6&candidates&for&each&worker&and&
management&representative.&The&recap&collected&by&each&section&was&submitted&to&
Compliance&Officer&to&obtain&top&6&persons&from&worker&representative&and&top&6&
persons&from&management&representative.&&
3.&The&12&new&members&of&the&bipartite&have&been&submitted&to&labor&department&dated&
on&August&19th,&2011.&&
4.&Since&no&approval&yet&from&Labor&dept,&the&new&membership&of&bipartite&was&not&
announced&yet&to&workers.&Even&though&the&approval&of&new&membership&of&bipartite&
was&not&obtained&yet,&the&factory&has&posted&on&notification&board&the&election&result&for&
workers'&knowledge.&Workers&interviewed&admitted&that&they&elected&the&bipartite&
member&and&knows&the&result&as&announced&at&the&notification&board.&The&interviewed&
new&Bipartite&member&admitted&that&he&was&assigned&based&on&workers&election.&&
Sources:&1)&bipartite&reference&documents.!!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
10/07/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
17&
&
Harassment!or!Abuse:!Violence/Harassment/Abuse!!
H&A.13&Employers&shall&ensure&that&the&workplace&is&free&from&any&type&of&violence,&harassment&or&
abuse,&be&it&physical,&psychological,&sexual,&verbal,&or&otherwise.&Employers&shall&refrain&from&any&action&
–&and&shall&take&all&appropriate&action&to&ensure&that&all&workers&refrain&from&any&action&–&that&would&
result&in&an&intimidating,&hostile&or&offensive&work&environment&for&workers.&(S)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!! If&workers&leave&without&notification,&they&will&be&asked&to&“standLup”&for&about&an&
hour&at&the&production&area.!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Response&to&reported&case,&the&factory&shall&conduct&an&investigation.&&
2.&The&investigation&result&shall&be&used&as&a&consideration&to&give&sanction&as&
permitted&by&law.&&
3.3.&Factory&shall&review&anti&Harassment&&&Abuse&procedure&&
4.&Factory&shall&revise&the&grievance&procedure&to&ensure&that&workers&are&provided&
with&easy&and&friendly&user&of&grievance&method&&
5.&Factory&shall&review&the&Training&Need&Analysis&(TNA)&of&all&worker&on&anti&
Harassment&&&Abuse&knowledge.&&
6.&Factory&shall&conduct&training&of&based&on&reviewed&Training&Need&Analysis&regarding&
the&Harassment&&&Abuse&in&the&workplace&for&all&workers&and&middle&management.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/01/2011!!
Supplier!!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&conduct&investigation&by&the&anti&HA&team.&
2.&Will&issue&proper&sanction.&
3.&Will&review&anti&Harassment&&&Abuse&procedure.&&
4.&Will&review&the&grievance&channels&system.&
5.&Will&review&TNA&6.&Will&conduct&anti&Harassment&&&Abuse&training&for&middle&
management&and&workers.!!
Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
08/01/2011!!
!
&
&
18&
&
!
Action!!
Taken:!!
Based&on&document&review&and&workers&interview&conducted&on&August&23rd,&2011&it&
was&concluded&that:&&
1.&It&was&confirmed&that&a&sewing&leader&asked&workers&who&absent&on&previous&day&to&
stand&up&as&a&punishment.&&
2.&The&warning&letter&has&been&issued&to&the&culprit&(sewing&leader)&dated&on&July&30th,&
2011.&&
3.&Anti&Harassment&&&Abuse&procedure&has&been&reviewed&and&no&need&revision&take&
place.&&
4.&The&grievance&procedure&has&been&revised&to&add&hotline&number&as&grievance&
channel.&The&hotline&number&has&not&been&announced&and&posted&at&prominent&places.&&
5.&TNA&has&not&been&reviewed.&&
6.&Training&of&anti&Harrasment&&&Abuse&for&middle&management&has&been&conducted&
on&August&8th&2011&for&18&supervisory&level&staff.&&
7.&Harassment&&&Abuse&reporting&training&for&all&workers&has&not&been&conducted&yet.&&
Between&October&6thL7th&2011&it&was&concluded&that:&&
1.&Need&Analysis&(TNA)&has&been&reviewed&and&resulted&all&workers&shall&be&retrained&
for&anti&Harassment&and&Abuse&(HA)&and&how&to&report&HA&trough&grievance&channel.&
The&training&for&anti&HA&will&be&conducted&together&in&one&(1)&package&with&code&of&
conduct&and&grievance&channel.&&
2.&Anti&Harassment&&&Abuse&reporting&training&has&been&conducted&to&all&workers&on&
September&14thL15th,&2011.&&
Sources:&1)&harassment&and&abuse&procedure&2)&grievance&channel&procedure&3)&
grievance&channel&training&4)&warning&letter&5)&training&for&middle&management&6)&
Investigation&note.!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!!
Complete!
Date:!!
09/15/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
19&
&
Harassment!or!Abuse:!Security!Practices/Body!Searches!!
H&A.15&All&security&practices&shall&be&genderLappropriate&and&nonLintrusive,&so&that&the&dignity&of&the&
worker&concerned&is&protected&when&a&search&is&undertaken.&Searching&of&bags&and&other&personal&
items&to&prevent&theft&is&acceptable.&Body&searches&and&physical&patLdowns&shall&only&be&undertaken&
when&there&is&a&legitimate&reason&to&do&so&and&upon&consent&of&the&worker,&unless&a&state&official&with&
the&power&to&do&so&(such&as&police&officer)&has&ordered&the&search.&Body&searches&cannot&be&undertaken&
in&public&and&the&person&who&undertakes&the&search&shall&be&of&the&same&sex&as&the&person&who&is&being&
searched.&(S)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!When&workers&exit&through&the&main&gate,&the&security&guards&conduct&the&physical&patL
downs&on&same&gender&basis.!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&revise&examination&procedure&to&ensure&that&proper&pat&down&is&applied.&
For&example:&Workers&conduct&examination&by&themselves&witnessed&by&the&security&
guard.&&
2.&Factory&shall&give&training&for&security&personnel&regarding&new&examination&
procedure.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&revise&the&Examination&procedure.&
2.&Will&conduct&self&pat&down&by&the&worker.&
3.&Will&give&training&for&security&guards.!
Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
20&
&
!
Action!
Taken:!!
&
Based&on&document&review,&observation&and&workers&interview&conducted&on&August&
23rd,&2011&it&was&concluded&that:&&
1.&The&examination&procedure&has&been&revised&to&change&the&body&search&method&that&
workers&conduct&selfLexamination.&&
2.&Based&on&workers&interview&noted&that&no&more&patLdowns&conducted&by&the&security&
guards.&&
3.&Training&for&security&personnel&has&been&conducted&on&August&6th,&2011&for&10&security&
guards.&&
Sources:&1)&pat&down&examination&2)&self&examination&3)&antiLharassment&and&abuse&
training&for&security&guard.!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
08/23/2011!!
Action!
Verified:!!
No!!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
21&
&
Code!Awareness:!!
GEN.2&Ensure&that&all&Company&factories&as&well&as&contractors&and&suppliers&inform&their&employees&
about&the&workplace&standards&orally&and&through&the&posting&of&standards&in&a&prominent&place&(in&the&
local&languages&spoken&by&employees&and&managers)&and&undertake&other&efforts&to&educate&employees&
about&the&standards&on&a&regular&basis.!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!1.&Some&workers&were&not&clear&about&the&code&of&conduct.&&
2.&Haddad&has&provided&1&original&copy&of&code&of&conduct&poster&in&the&office&area.!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Company&will&provide&more&copies&of&CoC&and&factory&shall&post&them&at&production&
areas&&
2.&Factory&shall&review&training&need&analysis&to&ensure&that&all&workers&receive&refresh&
training&on&buyers'&code&of&conduct.&&
3.&Factory&shall&conduct&refresh&training&regarding&code&of&conduct&and&evaluate&workers'&
understanding&upon&training!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/31/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&post&the&code&of&conduct&posters&in&local&language&at&prominent&places&&
2.&Will&review&the&training&need&analysis&for&buyers'&code&of&conduct&knowledge&&
3.&Will&conduct&refresh&training&for&all&workers&&
4.&Will&evaluate&the&training&result!!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
08/31/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
22&
&
!
Action!
Taken:!!
&
1.&CoC&poster&has&been&posted&at&production&areas&for&workers&knowledge.&
2.&Training&Need&Analysis&(TNA)&review&is&not&yet&done&&
3.&Refresh&training&is&not&yet&done&&
Conclusions:&&
1.&Training&Need&Analysis&(TNA)&has&been&reviewed&and&resulted&all&workers&shall&be&
retrained&for&buyers'&code&of&conduct.&The&training&will&be&conducted&together&in&one&(1)&
package&with&code&of&conduct&and&grievance&channel.&&&
2.&Training&of&buyer's&code&of&conduct&has&been&conducted&on&September&14thL15th,&2011.&
3.&Evaluation&has&been&conducted&to&review&the&workers'&knowledge.&During&interview,&
workers&understand&what&is&the&CoC&content&briefly.&&
Sources:&1)&code&of&conduct&posters&2)&code&of&conduct&training&documents&3)&training&
matrix&for&harassment&and&abuse&4)&training&evaluation!!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
10/07/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
&
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&
Code!Awareness:!!
GEN.3&Develop&a&secure&communications&channel,&in&a&manner&appropriate&to&the&culture&and&situation,&
to&enable&Company&employees&and&employees&of&contractors&and&suppliers&to&report&to&the&Company&
on&noncompliance&with&the&workplace&standards,&with&security&that&they&shall&not&be&punished&or&
prejudiced&for&doing&so.!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!There&was&no&secured&communication&channel&to&enable&factory&workers&to&report&to&the&
Company&on&noncompliance&with&the&workplace&standards,&with&security&that&they&shall&
not&be&punished&or&prejudiced&for&doing&so.!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&the&antiLretaliation&policy,&Grievance&Channel&manual&and&
procedure&for&necessary&revision&to&ensure&that&workers&who&report&noncompliance&
through&grievance&channels&(suggestion&box,&SMS&hotline&etc&will&be&secured&of&the&
confidentiality&and&not&punished/threated/retaliated.&&
2.&Factory&shall&announce&to&workers&the&modified&grievance&channel&including&the&
confidentiality&and&antiLretaliation&guarantee.&
3.&Factory&shall&conduct&training&for&workers&how&to&use&the&grievance&channel&and&
workers'&awareness&on&the&antiLretaliation&policy&of&reported&violence.&&
4.&Evaluate&the&workers'&understanding&about&the&training.&
5.&Factory&shall&maintain&and&response&the&submitted&grievance&in&proper&manner.&&
6.&Haddad&will&announce&Haddad&Representative's&hotline&number&by&posting&it&at&the&
Companies'&code&of&Conduct.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/13/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&review&the&grievance&manual.&
2.&Will&add&hotline&number&as&grievance&channel.&
3.&Will&modify&and&announce&the&grievance&channel&policy&to&guarantee&antiLretaliation.&
4.&Will&conduct&grievance&channel&training&to&all&workers.&
5.&Will&record&and&response&the&reported&grievance.&
6.&Haddad&will&announce&the&Haddad's&Representative&contact&number&at&the&posters&of&
Code&of&Conduct.!!
&
&
24&
&
!
! !Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
08/13/2011!!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&The&grievance&manual&has&not&reviewed&yet.&
2.&Hotline&number&has&not&provided&yet.&
3.&Modified&grievance&channel&policy&was&not&maintained&yet.&&
4.&No&grievance&channel&training&has&been&conducted.&
5.&The&record&and&response&maintained&is&still&only&for&grievance&conveyed&from&
suggestion&box.&
Based&on&document&review,&observation&and&worker&interview&on&October&6thL7th&2011&it&
was&concluded&that:&&
1.&The&factory&has&revised&the&manual&to&add&anti&retaliation&policy.&Workers&are&free&to&
report&the&nonLcompliance&practice&in&the&workplace&through&suggestion&box&and&hotline&
number&with&protection&from&unfair&treatment&and&sanction&of&doing&so.&&
2.&Hotline&number&has&been&provided&and&announced&to&workers.&
3.&Modified&grievance&channel&including&the&confidentiality&and&antiLretaliation&guarantee&
has&been&posted.&&
4.&The&grievance&channel&training&has&been&conducted&together&in&the&same&time&with&
training&of&the&anti&harassment&and&abuse&(HA)&and&buyer's&code&of&conduct&for&all&
workers&on&September&14thL15th,&2011.&&
5.&The&record&of&grievance&submitted&through&the&hotline&number&has&been&maintained&
properly&for&management&response.&
6.&The&Code&of&Conduct&posters&had&been&completed&with&the&posted&a&Haddad&
Representative'&s&hotline&number&for&workers&to&report&the&unsolved&problem&internally.&
Sources:&&1)&grievance&channel&2)&grievance&channel&antiLretaliation&policy&
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
10/07/2011!!
!
!
!
&
&
25&
&
Health!and!Safety:!General!Compliance!Health!and!Safety!!
H&S.1&Employers&shall&comply&with&all&local&laws,&regulations&and&procedures&concerning&health&and&
safety.&(S)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!The&public&electricity&power&station&located&within&the&factory&compound&has&no&warning&
sign.&&
Legal&references:&Indonesia&Safety&Act&UU&No&1&year&1970&Chaper&III&Article&3&(1)&Q)!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&electrical&safety&manual&to&ensure&that&the&public&electricity&power&
station&located&within&the&factory's&site&is&including&into&the&monitoring&program.&&
2.&Factory&shall&provide&danger&sign&for&the&electricity&station&&
3.&The&compliance&officer&shall&conduct&a&daily&verification&of&the&electricity&power&
station.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&revise&the&electrical&safety&manual.&
2.&Will&provide&danger&sign.&
3.&Will&conduct&daily&verification&to&public&electricity&station.!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
08/22/2011&
!!
Action!
Taken:!!
Based&on&observation&and&document&review&conducted&on&August&23rd&2011&it&was&
concluded&that:&&
1.&The&electrical&safety&manual&has&been&revised&to&reflect&the&routine&checklist&of&public&
electricity&power&station&located&within&the&factory.&&
2.&A&danger&sign&has&been&provided.&&
3.&The&weekly&checklist&has&been&maintained.&&
Sources:&1)&electrical&safety&manual&2)&warning&sign&3)&public&electricity&panel&
 
&
&
26&
&
!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
08/23/2011!!
!
!
!
Health!and!Safety:!Permits!and!Certificates!!
H&S.8&The&employer&shall&at&all&times&be&in&possession&of&all&legally&required&and&valid&permits&and&
certificates&related&to&health&and&safety&issues,&such&as&those&related&to&the&purchase&and&storage&of&
chemicals,&fire&safety&inspections,&inspection&of&machinery,&and&(chemical)&waste&disposal.&(P)&!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!&According&to&the&factory&tour&observation,&it&was&noted&that&the&inspection&certificates&
for&2&fire&extinguishers&expired&on&April&5th&2011&and&May&26th&2011,&respectively.!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&Emergency&response&manual&to&ensure&that&monitoring&program&
of&emergency&facilities&is&conducted.&&
2.&For&the&reported&expired&fire&extinguishers,&factory&shall&conduct&reinspection&to&
supplier&&
3.&Factory&shall&conduct&daily&verification&by&Compliance&Officer.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
07/29/2012&
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&review&the&emergency&response&manual&&
2.&Will&conduct&reinspection&to&supplier&&
3.&Will&conduct&daily&verification&to&fire&extinguisher&by&assigned&emergency&response&
team&to&be&reported&to&Compliance&Staff.&Any&corrective&action&will&be&consulted&to&
Health&&&Safety&Committee&(P2K3)!!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
07/29/2011!!
!
!
&
&
27&
&
!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&Emergency&response&manual&had&been&revised&to&add&daily&checklist&of&health&&&
safety&equipment&and&facilities.&&
2.&The&factory&sent&the&expired&fire&extinguishers&to&supplier&and&refill&them.&The&new&
expiration&date&is&July&2012.&&
3.&The&factory&has&created&the&position&of&controller&of&emergency&facilities;&this&
individual&was&chosen&from&Emergency&Response&Team.&The&daily&inspection&is&conducted&
by&the&assigned&person.&The&verification&for&fire&extinguisher&had&been&conducted&by&
Compliance&Staff&and&recorded.&
Sources:&1)&emergency&equipment&control&manual&2)&inspection&labels&and&refill&notes,&
3)&daily&inspection&checklist&and&monitoring&tasks&!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
08/23/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
28&
&
Health!and!Safety:!Evacuation!Requirements!and!Procedure!!
H&S.9&All&applicable&legally&required&or&recommended&elements&of&safe&evacuation&(such&as&posting&of&
evacuation&plans,&the&installation&and&maintenance&of&an&employee&alarm&and&emergency&lighting&
systems,&ensuring&aisles/exits&are&not&blocked&and&that&workers&are&not&blocked&within&their&
workstations,&employee&education,&evacuation&procedures,&etc.)&shall&be&complied&with.&Workers&shall&
be&trained&in&evacuation&procedures.&Alarm&systems&shall&be&regularly&tested&and&evacuation&drills&shall&
be&undertaken&at&least&annually.&(S)&!
!
Noncompliance&&
!
Explanation:!!1.&The&warehouse&was&overLpacked&with&goods&(some&goods&were&placed&at&the&
canteen&area).&The&aisles&became&very&narrow.&&
2.&Evacuation&arrows&were&not&marked&or&painted&along&the&aisles&at&production&area.&
In&addition,&the&paint&color&of&some&evacuation&arrows&and&yellow&lines&paint&colors&
were&getting&faded.&&
3.&An&aisle&in&the&packing&department&was&blocked&by&goods&in&front&of&the&evacuation&
arrow.&
&
Legal&reference:&Indonesia&Health&&&Safety&Law&No.1&year&1970&article&6,&employer&shall&
maintain&good&housekeeping&to&ensure&materials&or&working&tools&shall&not&create&
obstruction&or&accident.!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&revise&Emergency&Response&manual&to&ensure&that&the&monitoring&of&
emergency&facilities&is&applied.&&
2.&Factory&shall&review&the&production&floor&layout&and&repaint&the&yellow&line&to&
determine&goods&area&and&arrow&sign&for&evacuation&route.&&
3.&Factory&shall&arrange&goods&in&warehouse,&finishedLgoods&area&properly.&
4.&Factory&shall&conduct&daily&verification&by&Compliance&Officer&to&ensure&free&
evacuation&route&is&available&anytime.!!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
29&
&
!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/01/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&revise&emergency&response&manual.&
2.&Will&repaint&the&yellow&line&of&all&production&floor.&
3.&Will&arrange&goods&properly.&
4.&Will&conduct&daily&verification&to&ensure&free&passage&from&blocking&by&assigned&
emergency&response&team&to&be&reported&to&Compliance&Staff.&Any&corrective&action&
will&be&consulted&to&Health&&&Safety&Committee&(P2K3)!!
Supplier!
CAP!Date:!!
08/01/2011!!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&Emergency&response&manual&was&revised&to&include&daily&checklist&of&health&&&safety&
equipment&and&facilities.&&
2.&Emergency&evacuation&yellow&line&had&been&drawn&in&sewing&floor,&finishing&and&
fabric&storage.&Cutting&section&is&not&yet&done.&&
3.&Based&on&observation&noted&that&the&material&has&been&stored&in&proper&manner.&&
4.&H&S&daily&verification&for&evacuation&route&is&conducted&by&assigned&controller&of&
emergency&facilities&taken&from&Emergency&response&Team.&The&daily&inspection&is&
conducted&by&the&assigned&person&and&verified&by&Compliance&Staff.&
Evacuation&passage,&including&yellow&line&in&the&cutting&section,&has&been&completed.&&
Sources:&1)&emergency&equipment&control&manual&2)&evacuation&route&at&planning&and&
sewing&3)&daily&monitoring&tasks&&
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
10/07/2011!
!
!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
30&
&
Health!and!Safety:&Safety!Equipment!and!First!Aid!Training&&
H&S.10&All&safety&and&medical&equipment&(such&as&fire&fighting&equipment,&first&aid&kits,&etc.)&shall&be&
available&in&sufficient&numbers&throughout&the&factory,&maintained&and&stocked&as&prescribed&and&easily&
accessible&to&workers.&A&sufficient&number&of&workers&shall&be&trained&in&first&aid&and&fire&fighting&
techniques.&(S)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!According&to&the&factory&tour&observation:&&
1.&2&fire&extinguishers&at&the&warehouse&area&were&blocked&by&some&goods.&&
2.&All&fire&extinguishes&were&inspected&up&to&2nd&week&of&July&which&the&IEM&audit&was&
during&5th&week&of&July&2011.&As&explained&by&the&factory&management,&their&buyer&has&
required&that&all&fire&extinguishers&should&be&checked&on&weekly&basis&prior&to&July&2011&
but&the&weekly&inspection&is&no&longer&required&from&July&2011&onwards.&&
Legal&references:&Indonesia&Ministrial&regulation&No.4,&year&1980&chapter&III&article&11,&
fire&extinguisher&must&be&checked&regularly&at&least&twice&a&year)!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&Emergency&Response&manual&to&ensure&that&emergency&facilities&
is&properly&monitored.&
2.&Factory&shall&consider&the&reposition&of&fire&extinguisher&at&free&space.&
3.&Factory&shall&conduct&daily&verification&by&Compliance&Officer.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
07/30/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&review&emergency&response&manual.&
2.&Will&remove&the&fire&extinguisher&to&free&space.&
3.&Will&conduct&daily&verification&by&assigned&emergency&response&team&to&be&reported&
to&Compliance&Staff.&Any&corrective&action&will&be&consulted&to&Health&&&Safety&
Committee&(P2K3).!
Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
07/30/2011!
!
!
&
&
&
&
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&
!
Action!
Taken:!!
&
1.&Emergency&response&manual&had&been&revised&to&add&daily&checklist&of&health&&&safety&
equipment&and&facilities.&&
2.&Based&on&observation&noted&that&the&fire&extinguisher,&which&was&obstructed&by&
material&in&the&fabric&warehouse,&had&been&relocated&to&the&free&access&area.&&
3.&The&factory&has&assigned&controller&of&emergency&facilities&taken&from&Emergency&
response&Team.&The&daily&inspection&is&conducted&by&the&assigned&person&and&verified&by&
by&Compliance&Staff.&&
Sources:&1)&emergency&equipment&control&2)&daily&monitoring&task&3)&emergency&
response&team&
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
08/23/2011&
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
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Health!and!Safety:!Food!Preparation!!
H&S.25&All&food&made&available&to&workers&shall&be&prepared,&stored,&and&served&in&a&safe&and&sanitary&
manner&in&accordance&with&all&applicable&laws.&All&workers&handling&food&shall&be&provided&with&the&
tools&and&equipment&necessary&to&do&so&in&a&safe&and&sanitary&manner.&(S)&!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!According&to&the&factory&tour&observation,&it&was&noted&that&some&foods&in&the&canteen&
area&were&not&properly&covered&after&cooking&or&before&employee&break&time.!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&revise&Canteen&Inspection&procedure&to&ensure&that&food&cover&is&
provided&for&readyLto&serve&meal.&&
2.&Factory&shall&provide&food&cover&accordingly&&
3.&Factory&shall&conduct&monthly&inspection&to&the&cooking&and&serving&facilities&and&daily&
verification&to&canteen&by&Compliance&Officer.&&
4.&Factory&shall&conduct&training&for&canteen&workers&regarding&food&hygiene.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/01/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&revise&General&Hygiene&manual.&
2.&Will&provide&food&cover&for&ready&toLserve&meal&in&canteen.&
3.&Will&conduct&month&inspection&to&catering&company&and&daily&verification&to&canteen&
area.&
4.&Will&conduct&hygiene&training&for&canteen&workers.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
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Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
08/01/2011!!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&Canteen&inspection&procedure&has&been&revised&to&reflect&the&requirement&to&cover&
the&food&all&the&time.&&
2.&Food&cover&had&been&provided.&&
3.&Based&on&documentation,&daily&and&monthly&checklist&has&been&conducted.&&
4.&No&training&yet&for&canteen&workers.&Canteen&workers&had&been&trained&regarding&
food&hygiene&and&how&to&handle&food&properly&on&September&6th,&2011.&Based&on&
observation,&it&was&noted&that&readyLtoLeat&meal&was&prepared&properly&with&cover&and&
clean&equipment.&!
Sources:&1)&canteen&hygiene&manual&2)&food&cover&3)&catering&inspection&
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
09/06/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
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Hours!of!Work:&General!Compliance!Hours!of!Work&&
HOW.1&Employers&shall&comply&with&all&local&laws,&regulations&and&procedures&concerning&hours&of&
work,&public&holidays&and&leave.&(S)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!1.&Excessive&Daily&Overtime&Limit:&36&workers&in&finishing&dept&worked&from&7:30am&until&
5:30am&(total&19&hours&per&day&or&12&hours&overtime&per&day&excluding&of&break&time)&on&
05&July&2001.&The&factory&is&unable&to&show&the&thumbprint&scanning&system&for&the&
working&hours&record&of&July&2011&as&the&current&system&depends&on&the&system&supplier&
to&download&the&working&hour&data.&According&to&the&factory,&they&could&not&view&and&
print&the&working&data&before&the&supplier&download&and&pass&the&information&to&them.&
Currently,&the&external&memory&card&is&with&the&system&supplier.&In&addition,&31&workers&
in&Finishing&dept&worked&7&hours&overtime&on&March&4th&2011.&&
&
2.&Weekly&overtime&limit:&&66&workers&in&finishing&dept&worked&for&60&hours/week&which&
exceeds&the&weekly&limit&of&54&hours/week&during&the&week&of&June&18thL24th&2011.&&
Sources:&factory&overtime&manual&records&
Legal&references:&Indonesia&Labor&law&article&78&point&b&and&Ministerial&decree&No.102&
year&2004&article&3:&overtime&can&only&be&done&not&to&exceed&3&hours&a&day&and&14&hours&
per&week)!!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&conduct&performance&evaluation&(PE)&for&all&workers&to&identify&the&grade&
of&skill.&&
2.&Factory&shall&consider&the&work&shift&arrangement.&
3.&Factory&shall&maintain&root&cause&analysis&of&reported&excessive&OT.&
4.&Factory&shall&conduct&daily&check&of&individual&overtime&status&by&Adm&and&reported&to&
HRD&to&avoid&excessive&overtime&hours.&Once&the&overtime&hour&limit&of&certain&worker&is&
met,&the&management&should&find&the&replacement&for&that&worker.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/15/2011!!
!
!
!
!
&
&
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&
!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&conduct&performance&evaluation&to&identify&the&skill&grade&(grade&A&to&D).&Grade&C&
&&D&will&be&intensively&supervised&to&be&higher&grade.&&
2.&Will&apply&3Lshift&system&for&certain&sections.&
3.&Will&mainatin&the&RCA&for&reported&excessive&working&hour.&
4.&Will&conduct&daily&check&of&individual&overtime&status.!!
Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
08/15/2011!!
Action!
Taken:!!
1.&Performance&evaluation&has&been&conducted&to&identify&the&workers&sill&and&graded&to&
ALD&grade.&&
2.&Shift&system&has&been&arranged&to&be&implemented&tentatively.&The&working&shift&
policy&has&been&issued&and&implemented&once&the&production&volume&needed&higher&
working&hour.&Factory&is&recommended&to&maintain&workers'&list&of&shift&changing.&&
3.&Based&on&document&review,&36&finishing&workers&who&worked&for&12&overtime&hours&
on&July&5th,&2011&have&been&recorded&on&the&thumb&print&system&and&paid&correctly&on&
the&salary&of&July&2011&period&paid&on&August&5th,&2011.&The&excessive&work&hours&
occurred&for&12&hours&on&July&5th,&2011&has&been&provided&with&the&RCA.&The&action&taken&
is&develop&2&kind&of&email&id&to&avoid&late&communication&that&caused&late&action.&&
4.&Based&on&document&review&noted&that&still&excessive&daily&overtime&work&found.&From&
10&randomly&selected&records,&it&was&found&that&at&least&3&QC&workers&worked&for&4.5L6.5&
hours&overtime&during&August&period.&In&addition,&it&was&found&from&thumb&print&record&
that&at&least&4&workers&(sewing&line&9)&worked&for&almost&24&hours&from&7:30&am&to&7:30&
am&on&August&10th,&1&of&those&4&workers&worked&almost&24&hours&on&August&11th&and&1&of&
those&worked&almost&24&hours&on&August&12th.&At&least&2&interviewed&workers&confirmed&
of&24&hours&work&on&that&day.&&
5.&Factory&has&started&to&implement&the&Daily&Overtime&Control&sheet&to&monitor&the&
daily&overtime&work.&The&sheet&is&filled&by&the&Administrator&of&each&section&in&order&they&
to&be&aware&on&how&many&overtime&work&has&done&by&the&worker&so&the&Administrator&
and&supervisor&will&have&alert&once&planning&overtime&work&of&next&day.&However,&based&
on&document&review&noted&that&still&excessive&weekly&OT&work&found.&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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&
From&10&randomly&selected&records,&it&was&found&that&at&least&3&QC&workers&worked&for&
63L70.5&total&work&hours/week&in&August&1st&L6th&and&Aug&15th&L20th.&In&addition,&it&was&
found&from&thumb&print&record&that&at&least&4&workers&(sewing&line&9)&worked&for&70.5L83&
hours/week&in&August&8thL13th,&2011.&At&least&2&interviewed&workers&confirmed&about&the&
excessive&working&hours&noted.&
There&was&no&more&excessive&working&hour&noted&based&on&provided&time&record&in&
September&2011&period.&The&maximum&weekly&working&hour&is&54&hours/week.&The&
factory&also&has&maintained&the&shiftLchanging&list&for&better&working&hour&arrangement.&&
However,&the&inconsistent&record&was&noted&during&this&visit,&thus&the&actual&working&
hours&could&not&be&fully&verified&at&this&time.&The&inconsistencies&were&as&follows:&&
1.&Sewing&lines&1L10,&including&QC&and&ironing&section,&were&working&until&4pm&while&the&
time&record&showed&that&maximum&clock&out&was&3pm.&&
2.&During&surveillance&visit&on&Oct&6,&2011&evening,&it&was&found&that&at&least&10&sewing&
and&6&QC&workers&were&still&working&at&8:30pm&while&the&overtime&request&form&stated&
that&they&would&be&working&overtime&for&3&hours&until&7:30pm&only.&&
Compared&to&the&thumb&print&record,&it&was&found&that&those&workers&already&clocked&
out&at&7:30pm.&Management&claimed&that&it&was&additional&work&that&requested&by&the&
supervisor&beyond&HRD&acknowledgement.&&
Interviewed&workers&confirmed&that&they&had&clocked&out&at&7:30pm&but&requested&by&
supervisor&to&do&more&overtime&work&without&reLsigning&the&revised&overtime&form.&&
No&more&excessive&working&hours&noted.&The&working&hours&record&of&selected&samples&
shows&the&maximum&working&hours&is&54&hours/week&and&the&maximum&overtime&hours&
is&3&hours&per&day,&as&confirmed&by&the&interviewed&workers.&&
Sources:&1)&time&record&out&October&2011&2)&shift&arrangement&memo!
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
11/09/2011!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&
&
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&
Hours!of!Work:!Time!Recording!System!!
HOW.6&Time&worked&by&all&workers,&regardless&of&compensation&system,&shall&be&fully&documented&by&
time&cards&or&other&accurate&and&reliable&recording&systems&such&as&electronic&swipe&cards.&Employers&
are&prohibited&from&maintaining&multiple&timeLkeeping&systems&and/or&false&records&for&any&fraudulent&
reason,&such&as&to&falsely&demonstrate&working&hours.&Time&records&maintained&shall&be&authentic&and&
accurate.&(P)!
!
Noncompliance!!
!
Explanation:!!35&workers&in&finishing&dept&worked&from&1pm&to&5am&(total&14&hours&per&day&excluding&
of&break&time)&on&June&18th,&2011.&However,&both&the&thumb&print&digital&&&production&
manual&working&hour&records&indicated&that&the&workers&worked&from&1.00pm&to&11pm&
only.&According&to&management,&the&worker&mistakenly&wrote&down&the&overtime&hours&
(00.00&to&.05.00am)&
Sources:&overtime&records!
Plan!Of!
Action:!!
1.&Factory&shall&review&Clock&In&Clock&Out&procedure&to&ensure&that&the&time&in&and&out&is&
recorded&properly.&&
2.&Factory&shall&review&overtime&procedure&to&ensure&that&the&overtime&work&is&
conducted&and&monitored&properly.&&
3.&Factory&shall&conduct&daily&download&of&time&in&and&out&from&the&computerized&thum&
print&recording&system&for&review&the&completeness&of&data.&Once&found&the&data&of&time&
in&or&time&out&is&blank,&back&up&system&shall&be&prepared&to&support&the&accurate&data&
maintained.!!
Deadline!
Date:!!
08/13/2011!!
Supplier!
CAP:!!
1.&Will&review&the&clock&in&and&clock&ou&procedure.&
2.&Will&review&overtime&procedure.&
3.&Will&conduct&daily&download&of&time&in&and&out&from&thumbprint&recording&system.!
Supplier!CAP!
Date:!!
08/13/2011!!
!
!
&
&
&
&
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&
!
Action!
Taken:!!
&
Based&on&document&review&conducted&on&August&23rd,&2011&it&was&concluded&that:&&
1.&Clock&inL&Clock&out&procedure&has&been&reviewed&to&ensure&workers&record&their&time&
in&and&out&and&a&Personnel&Office&conducts&daily&download.&&
2.&Overtime&procedure&has&been&reviewed&to&ensure&that&overtime&work&is&recorded.&&
3.&Start&from&August&1st&2011,&thumb&print&machine&and&program&have&been&fixed&to&
facilitate&daily&download&of&time&in&and&time&out.&It&was&noted&that&the&recording&system&
had&been&improved&as&it&can&be&reviewed&in&daily&basis.&Yet,&still&found&blank&time&in&and&
out&recorded.&From&10&randomly&selected&records,&at&least&4&workers&(sewing&Line&9)&had&
no&clockLout&time&on&August&16th&and&1&worker&(sewing&line&9)&had&no&record&for&almost&
clock&in&and&out&for&August&2011&period.&There&was&no&back&up&data&to&verify&the&actual&
time&in&and&time&out.&Factory&shall&maintain&daily&checklist&for&workers'&presence&having&
blank&time&in&and&out&and&complete&it&with&workers'&signature&and&actual&time&in/out&to&
prove&the&actual&time&of&in&and&out.&&
Based&on&document&review,&observation&and&worker&interview&on&oct&6thL7th,&2011&it&
was&concluded&that&The&factory&has&maintained&the&blank&clock&inLclock&out&sheet&for&
blank&time&in&and&out.&For&example&for&worker&who&unable&to&scan&the&finger&due&to&
damage/injured&finger.&&
However,&the&inconsistent&record&was&noted&during&this&visit,&thus&the&actual&working&
hours&could&not&be&fully&verified&at&this&time.&The&inconsistencies&were&as&follow:&&
1.&On&September&24th,&2011&that&sewing&line&1L10&including&QC&and&ironing&section&were&
working&until&4pm&while&the&time&record&showed&that&maximum&clock&out&was&3pm.&&
&
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2.&During&surveillance&visit&on&October&6th,&2011&evening,&it&was&found&that&at&least&10&
sewing&and&6&QC&workers&were&still&working&at&8:30pm&while&the&overtime&request&form&
stated&that&they&would&be&working&overtime&for&3&hours&until&7:30pm&only.&Compared&to&
the&thumb&print&record,&it&was&found&that&those&workers&already&clocked&out&at&7:30pm.&
Management&claimed&that&it&was&additional&work&that&requested&by&the&supervisor&
beyond&HRD&acknowledgement.&Interviewed&workers&confirmed&that&they&had&clocked&
out&at&7:30pm&but&requested&by&supervisor&to&do&more&overtime&work&without&reLsigning&
the&revised&overtime&form.&It&was&concluded&that&the&verifiable&working&hours&records&is&
maintained&in&place.&There&was&no&evidence&showed&of&inconsistent&working&hours&as&
confirmed&by&interviewed&workers.&&
Sources:&1)&work&procedure&2)&time&record&3)&time&verification&sheet&4)&clock&out&
Plan!
Complete:!!
Yes!!
Plan!
Complete!
Date:!!
11/09/2011!
!
!
!
!
&
&
